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Abshct-For the destgn of Injectors servmg as gas dlsperslon devices m gas-hqmd contactmg, data are needed 
which descnbe the miluence of material, geometrical and process-related parameters on the absorption rate In this 
article these data ~111 be presented for a new type of injector, the so-called slot injector, m the form of sorption 
characterlstxs To vary the coalescence behavlour of the system, common saft and/or sohds (cellulose, activated 
carbon) were added The shape of the slot InJector has proved particularly advantageous m overcommg the 
problems associated with scale-up This IS verdied by an mdustnal sue slot injector whtch IS characterized by high 
efficiency of mass transfer and which IS lrkely to prove almost entuely free from blocking 

WTRODUCTlON 

For the enhancement of the mass transfer m gas-hquld 
contactmg two-phase nozzles are bemg mcreasmgly 
used These nozzles Include ejectors, m]ectors, Venturt 
nozzles, jet aerators etc Common to these devices IS the 
uuhsatlon of the kmetlc energy of the hqmd jet to 
disperse the gas throughput mto very fine bubbles The 
gas-hqmd dlsperslon leaves the devrce m the form of a 
free let, which havrng penetrated a certain distance into 
the surroundmg hquld, loses its energy and breaks up 
mto a cloud of bubbles This flses in the hquld and 

causes the mass transfer As a consequence the use of 
two-phase nozzles IS not restrxted to certam hqmd 
depths, on the contrary, the hqrud depth IS a parameter 
which can be chosen freely The two-phase nozzles are 
therefore parkularly swtable as gas dlstnbutors m bub- 
ble columns and m blologxal waste-water treatment 
plants 

For the design and optunisation of two-phase nozzles 
for a requued mass transfer rate, rehable data are 
necessary These wdl be introduced later m the form of 
sorption charactenstlcs for a very effictent type of m- 
Jector, the so-called slot mlector These sorption charac- 
terrstics were obtamed by evaluatmg absorption 
measurements on both senu-mdusti and mdusti 
sizes using the theory of sundarrty 

It IS known that the prunary formed fine gas bubbles 
tend to coalesce to larger ones The bubble coalescence 
IS favoured by some geometical and mate4 
parameters, but can also be prevented by certam ad- 
ditives In industry the absorption process IS rarely car- 
ned out m a pure hqmd In most cases suspended party- 
cles (e g bacterial culture) and chssolved morgamc 
and/or orgamc material IS present whrch declslvely 
Influences the bubble coalescence The absorption 
measurements were therefore carned out not only in 
pure water but also m aqueous solutions Hrlth delined 
coalescence behavlour dBermg greatly from that of pure 
water 

CHARACTEgISIlC FEATURES OF THE SLOT INJECTOR 

The two-phase nozzles, used as gas drstnbutors, 
should utdlze the kmetx energy of the hquld Jet as 
efficiently as possible for the gas dlsperslon For this 
purpose a large proportton of the energy must sttll be 
present m the free Jet to enable the gas-liquid dispersion 
to mix rapidly with the surroundmg hquld thus mhtbltmg 
the bubble coalescence As the two-phase nozzles Inject 
the gas-hquld Lsperslon m the surrounding lrqmd, they 
are often referred to as mlectors 

This study 1s concerned with the so-called slot m- 
Jector, Fag 1 Its charactenstlc feature IS the shape of the 

lhuld 
Fig I Dtagram of the slot Injector 
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nuxrng chamber, which IS orlgmally cucular and gradu- 
ally becomes slot shaped, the cross-sectlonal area not 
necessanly bemg changed [ 11 Thrs slot shape offers two 
advantages Fnstly the mlxmg chamber consists largely 
of convergent surfaces along which the shear rate m- 
creases This results m a lower pressure drop compared 
Hrlth an accelerated flow and Implies that a fine gas 
drsperslon IS produced Hrlth the free jet retauung a large 
amount of its kmebc energy Secondly the free Jet leaves 
the InJector as a relatively flat band which mmes more 
rapIdly with the surroundmg hquld thus suppressing the 
bubble coalescence 

The shape of the hqmd nozzle is adapted to that of the 
mlxmg chamber m order to ensure that the slot shaped 
outlet IS entuely filled with the gas-hqmd dlsperslon 

ExpERlMENTALEQuIPMIWTANDPRocEDuRE 
The sorption charactenstlcs dlscussed m this study 

were obtamed for two slot mjectors (types A and B) 
berng geometncally dlsstmdar The prmclpal dlmenslons 
of the hquld nozzle and of the mlxmg chamber are gven 
In Table 1 

Table 1 Prmc~pal dlmenstons of the mvestlgated slot Injectors 

Llqurd nozzle 

Type A Type g 

Cross-sectional area at the outlet. mm* 113 452 
Slot width, mm 8 I6 

M~xmg chamber 
Cross-sectlonal area at the outlet, mm’ 314 1256 
Slot width, mm IO 20 

Two vessels wtth semi-elhpsoldal bottoms and havmg 
a dmmeter of I 60 m m the one case and of 2 80 m m the 
other were used to obtatn the measurements for the 
Injectors of Type A and B respectively Ltqurd levels of 
up to H = 8 m were obtamable m both vessels 

In all experiments air was used as the gas and water as 
the hqmd and the coalescence behavlour of the system 
was vmed by addmg common salt tn various conceo- 
tratlons between 0 and 2Og/l The absorptton measure- 
ments were camed out under steady-state condlhons. 
whrle hydrazme was fed contmuously Into the system to 
remove the absorbed oxygen 

Detads of this expenmental procedure, whtch has the 
advantage of not changmg the matenal composltton of 
the system and hence tts physlcal and chemical nature, 
are grven m[2] Due to the steady-state absorptron con- 
dltrons, the mass transfer coefficient kLa, as defined by 
the absorptton rate equation 

km = G/( VAc) (1) 

IS determmed by the mass of hydraztne G Introduced tn 
umt tune (which equals the oxygen flow rate through the 
Interface, as the molecular masses of hydrazme and 
oxygen are the same), the hquld volume V (wlthout gas) 
and the mean logarlthmlc concentration dtierence AC,,, 

The last quantity IS defined by the relatIonshIp 

AC,,, = (c’ - c”)/ln [(c’- c)/(c” - c)] (2) 

which accounts for no back-rmxlng of the gas phase and 
compete back-rmxmg of the hqmd c’ and c” represent 
the oxygen saturation concentrations m the hqmd at the 
gas inlet and outlet respectively, c berng the concen- 
tration of oxygen dissolved m the hqmd In aII the 
experiments c was measured and recorded with two 
oxygen electrodes, one betng posltroned near the bottom 
of the vesse1 and the other near the surface of the hquld 
Both electrodes mdlcated slmllar oxygen concentrations 
m the hquld, thus conlirmmg the assumption of the 
complete back-nuxmg of the hqutd phase 

Whereas the saturation concentration at the gas mlet 

c’=c~(l+olw) (x=021 for arr) (3) 

depends only on the system temperature and the height 
of the hquld, N (m metres) above the mjector. the 
saturation concentration at the gas outlet 

cc = Cd” (4) 

also depends on the mole fraction X” of the oxygen m the 
outflowmg gas, which IS calculated from the absorption 
rate G and the a~ throughput q accordmg to the rela- 
tronshlp 

x” = (qx’ - Gl&l(q - Gtpg), (5) 

the gas thro@put 4 and the gas density of oxygen ps 
must be related to identical condltlons (e g standard 
condlhons) 

The dependence of the 02 saturation concentration on 
the system temperature c,(9), was taken from81 

As the system temperature was not constant from 
measurement to measurement, but vaned m the range 
9 = IMO“C, the measured kLa values were converted to 
kLa at 20°C by usm8 the equation proposed by 
Caiderbank[4] to determme kL m the case of bubbles 
wlthdlame&rs>25mm 

NMIMJLATWN OF THE PROBLEM M ACCORDANCE 
wlTHTRE-YoF- 

When formulatmg the absorption process m ac- 
cordance with the theory of sumlanty one must bear m 
mmd that the defimtron of kLa as a volume-related 
mtenslve quantity Imphes the followmg three con- 
sequences 

(a) No dependence on the geometrrcal parameters 
(owmg to the assumption that the gas-hqutd system IS 
quasi-umform) 

(b) No dependence on the matenal parameters of the 
gas phase (owmng to the assumption ko * kL) 

(c) formulatmn of the process parameters as tntenswe 
quantities [2,5] 
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The foilowmg mated parameters of the hqmd phase When the absorption process 1s camed out m a given 
can be involved m the mass transfer system and at constant temperature, the numbers SC, u* 

p-hqmd denstty and Sr remam constant and the process ts described by 
v-hqmd kmematlc vlscosrty 
D-d~us~vlty of the gas m the hqlud 
m-surface tension of the liquid 

S,-matenal parameters wluch descnbe the coales- 
cence behavlour of the system and are expressed m tis 
study by means of the NaCl concentration 

With mjectors the gas throughput q and the hqmd 
throughput qL are Involved as extensive process 
parameters As the hydrodynanuc behaviour m bubble 
columns depends on the gas load, I e the gas throughput 
dlvlded by the cross-sectional area q/A, these two 
process parameters could be mtensively formulated m 
the form q/A and q/qr However, the parameter q/qL has 
the dsadvantage, that it occurs only m two-phase 
nozzles An evaluation of the expenmental materud with 
the ad of this parameter would therefore gwe expres- 
sions which could not be compared with those of other 
absorption devices Therefore, by analogy with the sorp- 
tion charactenstlcs for sturers[51, not the ltqmd 
throughput qL, but Its power PL 

(&La)* = M&Q*. (Prlq)) 0) 

Let us assume that the average bubble size m the bubble 
cloud remams constant when the gas load IS mcreased 
but the power per umt gas throughput IS kept constant 
In that case, a doubhng of the gas load Hrlll double the 
number of gas bubbles and hence the mterfacud area, 
&,_a IS thus duectly proportional to the gas load 

(Pr/q)* = const (&Lo)* a (q/A)* + (k=a)*/(q/A)* 
= const (9) 

Tlus assumption, whch WIII of course need to be 
confirmed below, reduces the three-dunenslonal r-space 
(s) to a twodlmenstonal one 

PL = ApLqL (APL-pressure drop m.the hquid nozzle) 

1s Introduced as a process parameter which, however, 
requues a knowIedge of the pressure drop characteristic 
of the liquid nozzle The extensive process parameters q 
and qL are thus converted mto the Intensive quantities 
q/A and PJq The thud process parameter 1s the grave- 
tational constant g, which exerts an important tniluence 
on the hydrodynamxs of the process because of the 
large denstty dtierences m the gas-hqmd system 

Thus the functional dependency for k~a reads as fol- 
lows 

IkLaY%q/A)* = ttiU’LIq)+1, (10) 

but the meanmg of the number produced m (10) IS 
d&i&t to vtsuahze However, If we recall the defimtlon 
of Rra (1) and replace V by HA, the followmg expres- 
ston ts obtamed 

(11) 

The form of this number shows that the mass transfer 
rate G 1s propotional to the hqmd he&t H, the gas 
throughput q and the 1ogaMhm~ mean concentration 
dtierence AC, 

kLa = f (p, v, D, u, 2%) d-4 PJq, 8) (6) 

This dependence on nine dtmensional quantities can be 
reduced, m accordance w&h the theory of suntity, to a 
dependence on 9 - 3 = 6 &mensionless numbers This IS 
due to thev dunensrons conslstmg of the three fun- 
damental units (mass, length, time) 

(Concemmg the quantltles termed St, which descnbe 
the coalescence behavlour of solutions, of whch the 
defimtlons are stil not clear, it may be pomted out that 
regardless of theu dunenslons they can always be trans- 
formed mto the pure materml numbers by means of the 
parameters p, v and g) 

It follows 

Where hq& bubble columns are concerned rt IS to be 
expected that the tnfluence of the gas throughput q on G 
IS taken into account more accurately when it IS related 
to the mean pressure of the system 

q1 = q/(1 + 0 OSH) (12) 

In contrast, the power PL of the hqtud Jet effects the gas 
throughput which is subjected to the pressure exerted by 
the hqud head above the mlector 

42=qm+o 1W) (13) 

In view of these circumstances the two numbers are 
defined as follows 

&a)* = @{SC. S.*. u*, (q/A)*, U%_/q)*L (77) 

where 

G v2 113 

y=E -g 0 sorption number (14) 

(&La)* = kLa(vlg?‘” 
SC = &&-Schnudt number 
o.* = &v4g)-8’3 

S,* = dunenslonless matemil parameters 4 
(q/A)* - (q/A)@)-“’ 

U%.M* = ~~Ljq)lb(vg)z’31 

X * -& 
P(vg) 

dlsperslon number (13 

The oblect of the expenments IS thus to determine the 
functional dependence 

Y = #t(x). 
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which III the followmg text IS referred to as the sorptron 
chanzctenstrc of the InJector 

DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RlcsULTs 

Influence of the hqurd hetght above the mlector on the 
degree of coalescence 

It may be seen from the structure of the sorption 
number Y that the mass transfer rate G IS directly 
propotional to the hqmd he&t above the Injector Thus 
statement need not be generally true for any value of H, 
because the coalescence of the gas bubbles IS not neces- 
sar~Iy complete once the free Jet has broken up mto a 
bubble cloud It was therefore necessary to determme 
the lowest he&t of the hquld above the mjector at 
which H ceases to Influence Y(X) 

F-e 2 shows the results of the measurements, for 
which a slot mjector of Type A was attached to the wall 
of the vessel at a dMance of 1 metre from the base and 
dvected downwards at an angle of 25” from the hollzon- 
tal It can be seen that the hquld Jet of the slot Injector 
begms to produce fine and therefore coalescence-mchned 
gas bubbles only when X > 2 x lo* The degree of the 
bubble coalescence IS greater the longer the bubble path m 
the hqmd Only at H = 3 m IS the coalescence m the 
bubble cloud complete, I e the me of the bubbles 
produced by the coalescence remams constant The 
d&rent slopes of the stra&t hnes show clearly how the 
d~spersmg effect of the hquld Jet IS destroyed by the bubble 
coalescence 

InjZuence of the salt concentratron on the the deg?ve of 
coalescence 

It IS known that the coalescence of the prrmary gas 
bubbles can be decisively mfiuenced m solutions of 
various morgamc salts or orgamc hqutds such as lower 
fatty alcohols(5J The reasons for this will not be con- 
sldered here, but they are connected wltb the changmg of 
the water structure (“cluster formation”). tich 1s 
reflected at the interface by the value of d#dc[6] 

In this work the degree of coalescence was vmed by 
addmg common salt to water, the concentrations of 
which are expressed III g NaC41 Figure 3 presents the 
results of correspondmg absorption measurements for 
whrch a slot mjector of Type A was posrhoned centrally 
at the bottom m such a way that the Jet was duected 
vetically upwards, the he&t of the hquid m the vessel 

_. 
W* 2 5 w= 2 5 

Fu 2 Dependency of the sorption cbaractenstlcs Y(X) on the 
hquld he&t above the InJector D = 1 6 m, Jet drrectlon 25%, 

system waterlrur 

I X 
5 

W4 2 5 IO5 2 5 

Fig 3 Dependency of the sorption characterlstlcs Y(X) on the 
degree of coalescence D= I 6 m, H = 8 m. let duectlon t , 

system waterlaIr 

was H = 8m It can be seen that the coalescence IS 
already mhlblted to a small extent at 3 g NaClll, at 5 g 
NaCl/l, however, the mtibltlon IS very marked-so much 
so that It cannot be substantially increased by raising the 
NaCl concentration further 

This effect 1s certamly not attibutable to the salt 
concentration alone and IS prmcipally connected to the 
device used to disperse the gas experiments with in- 
jectors of different designs have produced dtierent types 
of Y(X, c) behaviour The smaller the sue of the gas 
bubbles produced by an mlector and the more coales- 
cence suppressing the hydrodynamic condltlons m both 
the free Jet and the bubble cloud, the greater IS the ablhty 
of the salt concentration to favour the “preservation” of 
the pnmary bubbles The shape of the slot Injector under 
discussion was optmuzed with regard to obtammg the 
best possible sorption charactenstlc m solutions of low 
salt concentrations A design which would give very 
small prunary bubbles, which later coalesce to form 
larger ones, thus wastmg the energy used in their for- 
mation, was dehberately avoided The work expended on 
the design of the Injector was evidently quite successful, 
smce otherwIse the salt concentration would have a 
considerably greater Influence on the coalescence 
behaviour of the system 

The dommatmg Influence of a gas dlspersmg device on 
the coalescence behavlour of the system 1s best &IS- 
trated by comparmg the results presented In Fig 3 with 
the sorption charactetlstlcs of a nuxmg vessel with a 
hollow sturer[5] For this purpose the enhancement fac- 
tor m = (kra).,,,,,~,/(k,a)~,, 1s plotted for both devices 

F@ 4 Enhancement factor WI as a function of the degree of 
coalescence. the dispersing actron and the type of the gas dls- 

tnbutor 
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Fig 5 Dependency of the sorption characterlstrcs Y(X) on the presence of dtierent sohds and salt concentrations 
D=OCm,H=25m 

as a function of the salt concentration tn Fig 4 With the 
mixing vessel there IS a single dependence m(c) over the 
range 4x 104tX<1 2x IO’ and P/V= 100-600 wm”, 
with the injector, however, m also depends on X This 
IS comprehensible in view of the fact that the inJector 
produces each gas bubble once only A gas bubble, once 
formed, IS Ieft to itself and-as a result of the coales- 
cence-can only become larger In the mixing vessel, 
however, dispersion and coalescence of the gas bubbles 
take place simultaneously, the mean size of the bubbles 
therefore reflects the position of the steady-state be- 
tween these two processes The fact that the injector 
may be more effective than the stirrer tn the range of salt 
concentrations which offers little resistance to coales- 
cence (c < 5 g NaCVI) can be explained with reference to 
the hydrodynamics of the bubble cloud in the column, at 
the gas loads likely to be encountered here, the bubbles 
rise essentially parallel to one another The tendency to 
coalesce is therefore smah when compared with that in 
mixing vessels 

From what has been said above, it is clear that the 
coalescence behaviour of a system cannot be described 
by means of a material-parameter alone On the contrary, 
the enhancement factor m depends on the interaction of 
material and process-related parameters and on the type 
of the gas dispersing device Hence there IS no physical 
Justification for the so-called “a-value”, which IS still 
widely used in waste-water treatment and IS regarded as 
a material parameter 

Coalescence behavrour of a system contaznrng suspended 
solids 

Most absorption processes of technical interest are 
applied to gas-liquid-solid systems, the solid phase being 
a bacterial culture, a catalyst, one of the reactants etc 
As the inJectors are of particular interest in the biological 
waste-water treatment, it was necessary to determine the 
extent to which a solid, acting as a “crystallization 
nucleus”, promotes coalescence 

In these lab-scale experiments, the slot inJector of 
Type A was positioned vertically upwards in the bubble 

column of diameter 0 6 m and of liquid height 2 5 m 
Cellulose and activated carbon at concentrations of 6g/I 
were used The cellulose was fibrous with a mean fibre 
length of lmm, its mean settling veloctty was 
2 cm/min The activated carbon had a mean particle size 
of 0 1 mm Despite these differences the two solids 
behaved similarly with regard to the coalescence 
behaviour of the system As may be seen from the two 
diagrams in the left-hand side of Fig 5, the presence of 
the sohds lowers the Y(X) values to about 30% below 
those for pure water This undesirable effect can be 
compensated by adding salt at 2-3 g NaCI/l the ab- 
sorption rates are the same as those measured in pure 
water 

On the right-hand side of Fig 5. Y is shown as a 
function of c Thus diagram shows that at c > 5 g NaCl/I 
there IS practically no dtierence between systems with 
and without solids Of course, this statement applies only 
to the two solids under consideration and should not be 
generalized until measurements have been performed 
with other systems Expertments using sludge from the 
biologtcal waste-water treatment plant have given a 
bubble coalescence that IS actually audible and Y values 

06 

0 2 ‘ 6 6 10 

FIB 6 Enhancement factor m as a function of the concentration 
of different antrfoamers D = 0 6 m, H = 1 8 m. Bayer injector 

8/14, X = 4 5 x IO’ 
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only about half as high as that of pure water It seems 
hkely that this behavlour IS less attributable to the 
presence of the floes than to their particular nature 
Apparently the sludge, even after being watered several 
times, retamed such large amounts of organic matter m 
the absorbed state that It was responsible for the 
vigorous coalescence of the bubbles 

It may be seen from Fig 6 that certam antlfoamers, 
added m minute concentrations of 3 mg/l, are sufficient to 
reduce the enhancement factor m to 0 51 

Coalescence behavrour and scale-up 
Larger injectors are known to be conslderably less 

efficient than smaller ones[7,8] This 1s due to the outer 
regions of the liquid jet makmg a larger conmbution to 
the gas dlspersron than the core of the jet When the 
diameter of the nozzle IS Increased. the cross-sectIonal 
area of the Jet increases with the square of the diameter, 
whereas the circumference of the Jet mcreases hnearly 
only It follows that, as the diameter of the hquld jet 
increases, a correspondmgly decreasmg part of the hqmd 
jet throughput utilizes its kmebc energy to disperse the 
gas Thrs effect IS undoubtedly present and can be com- 
prehended quantitatively by measunng the mass transfer 
rate m a non-coalescent system (e g as m the ox&&on 
of sodium sulphite) In a coalescent system the efficiency 
of a larger mjector IS further reduced, because the 
coalescence IS enhanced by the mcreased gas load of the 
bubble cloud 

These effects can be seen clearly m Fw 7 where the 
sorptton characterMics of the injectors Type A and Type 
A2 (geometrtcally smular to Type A but doubled m SE) 
are compared We see that when the mjectors are posi- 
tloned vertically upwards (black symbols m both 
dmgrams), the injector which 1s twice the size produces 
SO% lower Y(X)-values This deterioration m effectwe- 
ness IS undoubtedly partly due to the increased gas load 
m the resultmg bubble cloud This bemg true the per- 
formance of the larger injector can be improved by 
posittomng rt m such a way as to favour the spreadmg 

3 
Y Type A 

2 I I I I 

W4 

7 

. . ..I I X 
2 

lo4 2 5 lo= 2 5 

FIN 7 Sorption characteenstes Y(X) for the sbt mpzctors Type 
A and A2 as functions of the Jet duection D= 16 and 2 8 m 

resp , H = 7 and 8 m respectively. system water/au 

out of the free jet m order to lower the gas load m the 
bubble cloud 

As can be seen from Fig 7, the dvectton of the jet has 
an ms@miicant effect with the smaller injector, due to 
the low gas load m the bubble cloud formed here 
However, the duection of the Jet results m an un- 
expectedly he unprovement of the Y(X)-charactenstic 
for the large InJector when the InJector A2 IS duected 
downwards at 25” from the homontal, there LS a 30% 
enhancement of the Y(X)-values when compared to the 
vetical drrection 

When the spreadmg out of the free Jet results m such a 
large suppresston of the coalescence m the bubble cloud. 
further means should be apphed to favour tt One such 
way IS to mcrease the divergence of the walls of the 
mixing chamber This was done by reducing the dlmen- 
sions of Type A2 m the vetical duection only, thus 
producmg the mjector Type B 

In Fw 8 the sorption charactenstics for Type B are 
presented for different duectlons of the injector We see 
that the angle of 35” towards the base results m such a 
large lowenng of the gas load m the bubble cloud that the 
bubble coalescence IS strongly suppressed and the 
energy of the Jet utilzed for the bubble production IS 
hey preserved l%s can be seen from the slope of the 
Y(X)-hne whxh IS 0 33 compared with that of Type A2 
working under slmllar conditions where the slope 1s only 
01,seeFtg 7 

In Fig 9 the sorption charactenstics for Type B, 
positioned at the favourable angle of 35”. are presented 
for dtierent salt concentrations which, as shown pre- 
v~ously, has a remarkable effect on the suppression of 
the bubble coalescence Due to the low gas load m the 
bubble cloud m Type B, a concentratron of only 3g 
NaC!l/l has already a conslderable coalescence suppress- 

t 

FIN 8 Sorption charactenstlcs Y(X) for the slot m~ector Type B 
as a function of the Jet due&on D = 2 8 m, H = 7 m, system 

water/au 

2 

10-e 

FU 9 Sorption chacactensfics Y(X) for the slot InJector Type B 
as a function of the degree of coalescence D = 2 8 m, H = 7 m. 

Jet due&on 35”~ 
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mg effect whch cannot be greatly reproved by further 
mcrease m salt concentration (In Type A for a marked 
coalescence suppresston 5 g NaCl/l was needed ) 

The analytical expresstons for the sorption charac- 
tenstics m Ftg 9 read as follows 

g Nat% 
0 
3 
5 

10 

Y=24x10-6x”’ 
22x10dX037 
20x 1o-6xo39 
1 5 x 1o-6xo43 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experunental results obtamed with slot mjectors 
as gas dstibutors m gas-hqmd contactmg show the 
strong mfluence of the bubble coalescence condltlons on 
the effectiveness of the gas dlspersmg device The 
coalescence conditions of the system as a whole result 
from the Interaction between the coalescence behavlour 
of the hquld and the hydrodynanuc behavrour m the free 
Jet and the bubble cloud as produced by the type of 
InJector and the flow pattern of the surroundmg hqud 
Due to the antagonism between the dlspersmg actlon of 
the mjector and the bubble coalescence 111 the gas-hquld 
Qsperslon produced, lab-scale measurements do not 
allow a rehable scale-up of the mjectors for coalescent 
con&tions In tlus case measurements on the mdusfrml 
scale are mdlspensable This paper shows how compre- 
henslve stu&es are necessary to achieve an effective 
mJector for Coalescent CondttIons (e g blologmd waste- 
water treatment) 
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A cross-sectional area of the bubble column, m* 
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oxygen saturatron concentration, g/m’ 
oxygen saturation concentration as defined by 

eqns (3) and (4) 
log mean concentration dfierence as defined by 

eqn (2) 
dlffuslvlty of the gas In the hqmd, m’/s 
oxygen flow rate through the mterface, kg 02/s 
hquld height over the mnjector, m 
mass transfer coefficient as defined by eqn (1) 
power of hquld Jet, W 
pressure drop of the Jet m the nozzle. N/m* 
gas and hquld throughputs respectwely, m’/s 
gas throughputs as defined by eqns (12) and (13) 

matenal parameters descnbmg coalescence 
behavlour 

mole fractions of oxygen tn the gas, see eqns (4) 
and (5) 

gas dlsperslon number as defined by eqn (15) 
sorption number as defined by eqn (14) 

Greek s ym bois 
p hqtud density, kg/m3 
v hqrud kmematic vlscoslty, m*/s 
u liquid surface tension, N/m 
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